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Sustainability & Corporate Responsibility
Company purpose:
‘Innovating
Technology for
Good’

Wanted position
Be a responsible and
relevant driver of
positive change in
society

>
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Global goals
We use the Sustainable
Development Goals as
the framework for
measuring our impact
on society

Report annually
Each year we report
S&CR* results, progress
and initiatives relevant
to our stakeholders
* Sustainability & Corporate Responsibility

Sustainability & CR strategy
The three
cornerstones
of Ericsson’s
Sustainability
and Corporate
Responsibility
strategy

Responsible business
Drive proactive agenda beyond legal compliance to
maintain Ericsson as a trusted partner

Energy, environment and climate action
Provide sustainable solutions and services through a
Circular Economy approach to contribute to Ericsson
differentiation and create business value

Internet for All
Deploy innovative solutions which improve mobile
broadband affordability and accessibility to all
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Report highlights summary
25th

report

We continue to pioneer
ICT for development,
25 years of sustainability
leadership

ICT for development
Mobile broadband has the
potential to help achieve
all 17 SDGs and, in some
cases, accelerate
achievement

Energy, environment
and climate action
Close to 50% reduction of
CO2e emissions from our
operations over the past
six years
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Conducting business
responsibly

109 million

“Setting the Tone
from the Top”
demonstrates our
commitment to
responsible business

People positively
impacted by our
Technology for Good
initiatives since 2014

Internet for all
On average 10% increase
in mobile broadband
adoption ratio causes
0.6-2.8% increase in
economic growth*
* According to a joint research project with the Imperial College in London

25 years of sustainability leadership
First environmental
report

1993

1997

Establishment of
Ericsson Response

2000

First Group Goal to save energy
at every step of our operations

Co-founded
Connect to Learn

2007

2010

Formalized our commitment
to UN Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights

2012

First ICT for development initiative to support
the MDGs and the Millennium Villages Project

2015

Climate targets
approved by Science
Based Target Initiative

2017

Adoption of the SDGs as the framework
for measuring company impact on society

Turning challenges into opportunities
GLOBAL GOALS

1 No poverty

2 Zero hunger
6 Clean water
and sanitation

7 Affordable
and clean
energy

8 Decent work and
economic growth
9 Industry,
innovation and
infrastructure

11 Sustainable
cities and
communities

12 Responsible
consumption
and
production

13 Climate
action

— Smart Wireless
Manufacturing

— Energy
performance
— Connected
Urban
Transport
— Connected
vehicles

Mobility, broadband, IoT and cloud
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

— Basic
connectivity
— Mobile financial
services
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— IoT Accelerator
— Connected
Environmental
Monitoring

— Pure solar
— Energy
performance

— 2G, 3G, 4G and 5G
— Mobile financial
services

— Connected Urban
Transport
— Connected Vehicles
— Connected
Environmental
Monitoring
— Smart Buildings

Ericsson solutions to help achieve the
Global Goals
Micro
weather

Water
monitoring
network

Girl Scouts

Save lives
with Massive
IoT

Talking
traffic

Connected
urban transport

IoT farming

Financial
inclusion
Green
scheduler
with lean
carrier

Combating
E-waste

Ericsson
Response
in
Caribbean

Connected
Mangroves

Youth
peacemakers
Technology
for Good lab
BSC
modernization

Rural
coverage
ICT for
Entrepreneurship
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More cases on:
ericsson.com/sustainability

Conducting business responsibly
Group target
“Set the Tone from
the Top” to conduct
business responsibly

4th year
Reporting according to
the UN Guiding
Principles
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More highlights:
— Updates to our Code of Business Ethics and Code of
Conduct
— Strengthened sales compliance process
— Operationalization of our Ethics and Compliance
Board and establishment of Business Partner Review
Boards
— Continued rollout of anti-corruption screening tool
for suppliers
— Increase in occupational health and safety incident
reporting
— Evolving culture, our people strategy consists of three
central elements: culture, collaboration and
capabilities

Zero tolerance and accountability
99%

92,950

Acknowledgement Code
of Business Ethics

Active employees
completed the anticorruption e-learning

Compliance line
Available for reporting
of potential violations
24/7, any day of the
year

OHS vision
Zero major incidents in
line with occupational,
health and safety
strategy

”Strong responsible business
practices are at the core of
Ericsson’s company culture,
and I believe they should be
the foundation for how we conduct
business.”
Börje Ekholm, Ericsson President & CEO

Energy, environment & climate action
35%
Energy saving in radio
portfolio versus legacy
equipment

10x
5G more energy
efficient than 4G
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More highlights:
— ICT remains under 2% of global CO2
— 14% additional reduction of CO2e from our operations
in 2017, close to 50% over past six years
— Recycled over 94% of materials from electronics
— Climate targets approved by Science Based Target
Initiative

Breaking the energy curve

Circular economy
We use circular
economy thinking
as a platform for
managing our
environmental
impact. Our
circular economy
approach builds on
20+ years of lifecycle assessments

Take-back
Global Product TakeBack Program in 180
countries to ensure
products are recycled
with high standards

Internet for All
109 million
People positively
impacted by our
Technology for Good
initiatives since 2014

48 hours
Response time after
Hurricane Maria hit
Dominica, connecting
humanitarian efforts*

More highlights:
— Impacting 250,000 people by supporting Whitaker
Peace and Development Initiative to train peace
builders in conflict zones
— Empowering refugees to find lost family members
with REFUNITE. 750,000 currently registered on
the platform
— Enabling financial inclusion for +88 million from
Pakistan to Peru via mobile financial services.
— On average 10% increase in mobile broadband
adoption ratio causes 0.6-2.8% increase in
economic growth**

* Ericsson Response helping connect numerous humanitarian organizations, supporting 2900 users at its peak ** According to a joint research project with the Imperial College in London
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Improving education around the world
25
Countries with active
deployments

+120,000
Students reached
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Connect to Learn

Engage with us

Explore
Download the full report

Engage
Continue the discussion in social media
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